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1.0 BACKGROUND 
 
The recognized Haul Route system from different solid waste facilities to the newly constructed 
Layon Landfill includes a multitude of routes and vehicles. This report specifically addresses the 
solid waste ‘Trash Hauler’ vehicle along Route 4 from Ylig Bridge to Dandan Road. Trash 
Haulers are relatively large combination trucks that include a single unit truck and a full trailer and 
are projected to make 15 to 20 trips per day along the Route 4 Haul Route in each direction. 
 
That portion of Route 4 designated as the ‘Haul Route’ calls for an evaluation of its ability to 
accommodate the Trash Hauling Trucks. Several evaluations have been completed for various 
aspects of the Route 4 portion of the Haul Route by the Department of Public Works (DPW) over 
the past couple years including bridge inspection, pavement evaluation, and roadway 
geometrics. As a result of these evaluations, many deficiencies have been identified between 
Yona and Dandan Road. A number of these deficiencies have been, or are currently being 
addressed. The bridges at Ylig, Togcha, and Talofofo are currently being replaced. Portions on 
the roadway at Pago Bay and between Yona and the Ylig Bridge are currently being upgraded. 
 
Two test runs have been conducted as part of this evaluation with actual trash hauling vehicles.  
Based on the observations of the Solid Waste Management Division (SWMD) staff and Winzler & 
Kelly it appeared that a segment of the Route 4 Haul Route still requires a geometric evaluation.  
Specifically, the segment along Route 4 from the Ylig Bridge to the intersection of Dandan Road. 
This report will limit its evaluation to this portion of Route 4. 
 
 
2.0 DATA COLLECTION 
 
As mentioned previously, there have been two test runs along the Route 4 portion of the Haul 
Route with the proposed Trash Hauler Trucks. The features of these trucks closely approximate 
the characteristics of the standard AASHTO WB-50 vehicle classification (see Appendix A).  
 
The first test run took place in late 2010 and the second run just a short time ago in July 2011. A 
video log of the test runs, along with still photos (see Appendix B) have been developed and 
evaluated. Video and still photo logs, along with individual observations, seemed to indicate that 
portions of the roadway, in the subject area, did not appear traversable by the Trash Hauler 
trucks without encroachment into oncoming lanes. This conclusion was enough to require a 
geometric evaluation of the entire length of road from Ylig Bridge to Dandan Road as described 
in the following paragraphs. 
 
Field measurements of pavement widths, approximating curve radii from orthographically 
corrected photos, delineation of vegetation encroachment areas, collection of current 
construction plans, and additional field observations have been carried out as part of the data 
collection effort. The width of the Trash Hauler trucks was also measured to help understand the 
limitations and other challenges that need to be considered in the evaluation (see Appendix A).  
 
Collected data was categorized for use in evaluation of the roadway deficiencies as it relates to 
the ability of the design vehicle (WB-50) to navigate the roadway from Ylig Bridge to Dandan 
Road intersection. 
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3.0 EVALUATION 
 
Evaluation of the data and field observations are as follows: 
 

There are portions of the study area where encroachment of vegetation into the roadway 
necessitates, or at least contributes to, encroachment of large vehicles into the opposing 
traffic lane in order to avoid a collision with the vegetation. (See Figure 2 for areas of 
vegetation encroachment.) 
 
Small radius horizontal curves, in combination with little or no shoulders in some areas,   
have resulted in tracking of the design vehicle rear tires either off of the roadway pavement or 
into the opposing traffic lane. At other times it appeared necessary for the design vehicle to 
over steer the front wheels into the opposing traffic lane in order to avoid or lessen the rear 
wheel encroachment. 
 
Off tracking (tracking off of the outside edge of the pavement) to avoid encroaching into the 
oncoming lane is limited, in some areas, as a result of rock outcrops, ditches, steep cut 
slopes, and guardrails.  
 
Areas where off tracking is attainable is also not without concern. The necessity of repetitive 
off tracking in the same area, especially during the rainy season, could lead to rutting, 
disruption of drainage patterns and may ultimately develop into a safety hazard. 
 

 
In order to evaluate each of the Route 4 horizontal curves between Ylig Bridge and Dandan Rd., 
data was collected, developed and summarized in Table 1. 
 
Lane, shoulder, and pavement widths were measured at various representative locations along 
the roadway and summarized: 
 

- Lane widths average between 10 ½ and 11 feet (see Appendix C). 
 

- There were three types of shoulder areas along the roadway, no shoulder, shoulders 
approximately 1’ wide, and irregular areas where shoulder widths are inconsistent. 
(See  Table 1) 

 
- Data on area adjacent to roadway was also collected, guardrail, ditch, cut slope, 

unpaved shoulder, etc. (see Table 1) 
 

Construction plans were also obtained to verify if the proposed roadway designs are compatible 
with a WB-50 design vehicle where portions of the roadway are to be rebuilt as part of an 
ongoing project. In general we found that they are adequate. (See Appendix D) However, the 
ongoing projects do not cover all the areas of concern. 
 
An approximate roadway alignment for the entire length of the evaluation area was developed 
and a radius estimated for all 36 horizontal curves. Approximate off tracking/encroachment was 
estimated and all curves were correlated with an electronic turning template program in CADD. 
All curves were then rated adequate, marginal, or deficient. Adequate curves appear to meet 
WB-50 design standards insofar as tracking was confined to the travelled way. Marginal curves 
appear to be able to accommodate WB-50 with little or no off tracking and no encroachment into  
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oncoming lanes. And finally, deficient curves were categorized by the inability of the design 
vehicle to traverse the curve without encroaching into the oncoming lane or significantly off 
tracking.  
 
In order to come to a better understanding of the situation, we considered the roadway 
throughout the length of the evaluation area includes travel lanes that average 10’ 9” in width. If 
pavement striping is considered, the pavement width, between stripes, is 9’ 11’. The Trash 
Hauling vehicles are approximately 8’ 6” wide (outside of tire to outside of tire) resulting in a 
space of 8.5” between the tire and the stripe if the vehicle was perfectly centered. The next 
consideration is the mirror to mirror width on the truck is 9’ 7” leaving only 2” between the mirror 
and the stripe if the vehicle was perfectly centered in the lane. The margin for error when two of 
these vehicles pass each other while traveling in opposite directions is very small provided they 
stay in the travel lanes. 
 
The trucks, being so large and so close to the center stripe will cause other vehicles to shy away 
from them, using the outside portion of their lane. Twice during the test run, a medium sized 
vehicle (an SUV truck and an Ambulance) approaching from the opposite direction moved over 
so far that their outside tires left the roadway when passing the Trash Hauler which was in a 
straight roadway section and centered in its lane at the time.  
 
Considering the above information, it is considered likely that drivers of the Trash Haulers would 
tend to move to the outside portion of their lane, when possible, while negotiating a curve or 
when approached in the opposite direction by another large vehicle. To afford them this 
opportunity whenever possible, vegetation encroaching into the roadway should be eliminated. 
and the shoulders improved to minimize rutting and provide a stable surface for the trash hauling 
vehicle. 
 
There are also two areas where rock outcrops may inhibit off tracking to the outside of the 
roadway in order to avoid/limit encroachment into oncoming lanes. There are two such areas 
adjacent to the southbound lanes just south of Asanite Point at curves 14, 16, & 29, see figure 2.  
 
For the purposes of this report, the term, adequate curve, is used to describe a horizontal 
roadway curve that the design vehicle (WB-50 Trash Hauler) can traverse without extending 
beyond the limits of the lane in which they are travelling. No immediate action is recommended 
for adequate curves along this route. See Site Map and Table 1 for adequate curve locations. 
Every roadway includes some level of potential hazards; the adequate curve represents what the 
industry considers an acceptable level of potential hazard.  
 
For the purposes of this report, the term, marginal curve, is used to describe a horizontal 
roadway curve that the design vehicle (WB-50 Trash Hauler) can traverse with little off tracking 
that would extend beyond the limits of the travelled lane. In areas of marginal curves, there is an 
opportunity to utilize an area outside of the lane and/or the shoulder for off tracking while 
restricting rear wheel tracking to the travel lane even if there is partial encroachment into the 
centerline stripe but without encroachment into the opposing travel lane. See Site Map and Table 
1 for marginal curve locations. There are only two marginal curves that are not bracketed or in 
close proximity to a deficient curve and both of these are in the north half of the study area.  One 
location is just south of Ylig Bridge and the other is just south of Jeff’s Pirate Cove. The curve at 
the Togcha Bridge is currently under construction and was not evaluated as part of this report. 
The level of potential hazards for marginal curves is slightly elevated from that of the adequate 
curve category. A countermeasure should be employed to counter this increased hazard 
potential, and in this case warning signs should be adequate to accomplish this requirement.  
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For the purposes of this report, the term, deficient curve, is used to describe a situation where a 
WB-50 cannot traverse the curve without encroaching into the oncoming lane. Between Asanite 
Point and Asalonso there are 22 curves, 6 of which are classified by this report as deficient. 
Some are deficient due to an inadequate radius and others are actually moderate curves 
rendered inadequate by their proximity to adjacent reverse moderate or deficient curves. This 
situation introduces a significant increase in hazard potential and so a significant countermeasure 
would also be required. A passive countermeasure, like static signs, may not be significant 
enough to reduce the hazard potential to an acceptable level so an active warning system, 
alerting motorists when a Trash Hauler is actually traversing this portion of the roadway should 
be employed. Warning signs and pilot cars accompanying the Trash Haulers is one system that 
could reduce the hazard potential to an acceptable level. 
 
 
4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Permanent improvements will require redesign of the roadway curves and possibly widening 
which may require acquisition of additional right-of-way.  Permanent solutions require detailed 
analysis of the existing conditions including topographic surveys which is beyond the scope of 
this report.  
 
Interim improvements that can be realized prior to initiation on landfill operations were evaluated 
for reducing the hazards associated with the moderate and deficient curves including passive 
countermeasures such as static signs.   Unfortunately, passive countermeasures may not be 
significant enough to reduce the hazard potential to an acceptable level in all areas so an active 
warning system, alerting motorists when a Trash Hauler is actually traversing specific portions of 
the roadway should be employed. Warning signs and pilot cars accompanying the Trash Haulers 
is one system that could reduce the hazard potential to an acceptable level as discussed in the 
following list of recommendations: 
 

1) Vegetation should be trimmed to the right-of-way line or to the face of guardrail, 
whichever is closer, to a height of 16 ½ feet. See the Site Plan for areas that would 
benefit from vegetation trimming.  
 

2) Remove rock outcrops to the extent practicable, leaving a consistent acceptable cut 
slope with no protruding features. 

 
3) Place warning signs on each end of the marginal curve locations alerting motorists of 

the possibility of trucks in the roadway. 
 

4) Pilot cars are recommended between Asanite Point and Asalonso. This area has a 
significant potential for safety hazards and requires an active warning system when a 
Trash Hauler is traversing this section of roadway. These vehicles should be treated like 
any other oversize vehicle (oversize relative to the facility traversing) in this area. It is 
therefore recommended that three warning signs be placed in the southbound direction; 
one at Asanite point, one just past the Route 4A intersection , and one just past the 
Talofofo bridge. In the northbound direction the first sign will be at Asalonso, the second 
just after the Talafofo bridge and one just past the Route 4A intersection. In addition to 
the passive signs, pilot cars with wide load signs should be required to accompany each 
Trash Hauler, in each direction between Asanite Point and Asalonso. The pilot cars need 
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to be in communication with each other so that two trash haulers will not be required to 
pass each other in opposite directions for the entire length of this area. 
 

Follow up interim improvements should also be considered. These solutions will take a little 
longer to develop and implement but should prove to be efficient and functional for and extended 
interim period. Shoulder improvements should be implemented to improve and sustain the 
outside edges of pavement where off tracking is inevitably going to stress the pavement (or just 
outside of the paved area) if permanent roadway improvements are not forthcoming. Pilot cars 
may be replaced by an active warning system that includes signs and flashing lights that are 
activated by the driver or the vehicle. These flashing lights would then only be active when a 
trash Hauler or other large vehicle was traversing the area.  
 
 
5.0 CONCLUSION  
 
The Layon Landfill Haul Route was evaluated between the Ylig Bridge and Dandan Rd. Several 
areas of concern were identified. Both passive and active interim measures that can be 
implemented without delay such as signs and pilot cars have been identified to reduce the 
potential hazard level. Follow up interim measures should then be considered. An automated 
active warning system recommended for the Asanite Point to Asalonso area could be developed 
to replace the pilot cars and shoulder treatments should be upgraded. These ‘second round’ 
improvements would take longer to implement but would prove to be more efficient over a longer 
period of time until such time as the roadway is upgraded. 
 
The ideal situation is for the roadway included in the entire study area to be upgraded to current 
design standards with regard to a WB-50 design vehicle. Until such time that an upgraded 
roadway is possible the above recommendations should be put in place at the beginning of 
Landfill operations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

TABLE 1 
 
 

Curve Data Analysis from Ylig Bridge to Dandan Road 
 



Curve Number  Radius of Curve Curve Rating Approximate 1‐foot shoulder Notes for Items Outside of Road
1 520 Marginal None Gaurdrail‐
2 1780 Adequate None Guardrail‐4 foot grass shoulde
3 775 Adequate None
4 1515 Adequate None skipped in video
5 1370 Adequate None skipped in video
6 3900 Adequate None skipped in video
7 810 Under Construction: Not Evaluated None
8 2000 Adequate None Grass on both sides
9 Compound Curve Marginal None skipped in video

10 2380 Adequate Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Grass on both sides 
11 1500 Adequate None Grass on both sides
12 2065 Adequate Pull Over Area Pull over for Beach and home owner property. 
13 370 Deficient Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Gaurdrail on north bound lane
14 310 Deficient Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard rail on north bound lane‐Rock out crop 
15 730 Adequate Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard rail on north bound lane. 
16 225 Deficient Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard rail on north bound lane‐Rock out crop 
17 260 Deficient Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Grass on both sides
18 310 Marginal 4 Foot + Shoulder Guard rail on north bound lane. 
19 515 Marginal Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Grass on both sides 
20 680 Adequate Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard on north bound lane. 
21 550 Adequate Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard on north bound lane. 
22 750 Adequate Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard on north bound lane. 
23 445 Under Construction: Not Evaluated Gauard rail on South bound lane
24 700 Adequate Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard rail on south bound lane. 
25 480 Deficient None Guard rail on south bound lane. 
26 315 Deficient None Grass on both sides.
27 480 Deficient Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Grass on both sides.
28 360 Deficient None Grass on both sides. 
29 330 Deficient Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard rail on north bound lane ‐ rock out crop
30 Compound Curve Marginal 4 Foot + Shoulder Grass on both sides. 
31 270 Marginal Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder  Guard rail on both sides. 
32 560 Marginal Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard rail on south bound lane. 
33 150 Deficient Average 1.5 Foot Shoulder Guard rail on south bound lane. 
34 490 Marginal None Guard rail on south bound lane. 
35 700 Adequate None Grass on both sides. 
36 Intersection to Dan Dan Road

Note: All data indicated in this table is based off of ortho photo that was traced with auto cad and are approximate measurements done with the tools 
in AutoCad.

Curve Data Analysis from Ylig Bridge to Dandan Road Intersection
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APPENDIX C 
 
 

Pavement Measurements & Summary 
 

 



Curve  Side of Road feet inches feet inches feet inches
3 L 11 6
3 R 11 5
4 R 11 1
4 L 11 4
5 R 10 9
5 L 12 4
7 L 11
7 R 10 6 10 9 0 6
9 L
9 R 11 1
10 L 11 3 11 10 1 7
10 R 10 6 11 7 10
11 L 10 11
11 R 11 4
11<Tangent<10 L 11 11
11<Tangent<10 R
13 L 10 1 11 4 1 1
13 R 11 11 9 1 6
14 L 11 6
14 R 12
14<Tangent<13 L 12 6 1 9
14<Tangent<13 R 13 5
15 L 9 6 11 6 9
15 R 11 6 9
16 L 10 2 10 10 0 7
16 R 10 6 12 1 9
17 L 10 6 10 11 0 8
17 R 10 12 6 1 9
18 L 15 6
18 R 11 15 6
19 L 10 9 11 6 3
19 R 10 4 11 2 11
20 L 11 3 11 5 1 2

Total Lane Width
Total Lane Widths 

+ Shoulder Total Shoulder

Appendix C: Pavement Measurements and Summary 
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Curve  Side of Road feet inches feet inches feet inches

Total Lane Width
Total Lane Widths 

+ Shoulder Total Shoulder
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20 R 10 3 10 9 0 6
21 L 11 6 11 11 1 8
21 R 11 11 1 8
22 L 11 6 14 6
22 R 10 6 11 1 10
23 L 10 3 11 5 1 2
23 R 11 2 11
24 L 10 3 11 5 1 2
24 R
25 L
25 R 11 2 11
26 L 10 11 9
26 R 9 11 10 6
27 L 10 1 10 6
27 R 10 4 11 6 9
28 L 10 8 11 1 10
28 R 9 8 11 9
29 L 12 9 2 6
29 R 11 2 11
29<Tangent<28 R 11 6 12 2 1 11
29<Tangent<29 L 12 8 1 10
30 L 11 10
30 R 10 6 15 11
30<Tangent<31 L 10 9
30<Tangent<31 R 10 17
31 L 9 11 17 9
31 R 10 6 14 8
32 R
32 L 11 4 12 10 2 7
33 R 10 6 11 3 1 0
33 L 10 6 11 6 9
34 L 10 6
34 R 10 1 10 11 0 8
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Curve  Side of Road feet inches feet inches feet inches

Total Lane Width
Total Lane Widths 

+ Shoulder Total Shoulder
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35 L 10 10
35 R 10 6
35<Tangent<34 L 10 6
35<Tangent<34 R 10 9
35<Tangent<36 L 10 9
35<Tangent<36 R 10 6

TOTAL LANE WIDTH 
INSIDE OF SHOULDER 601.42 39.92
Average Lane Width(ft) 10.74 1.21

NOTE: AREAS INCLUDED IN THE AVERAGE SHOULDER DO NOT INCLUDE SHORT PORTIONS THAT RANGED FROM 3‐FEET TO 5‐FEET.

Average Lane Width(ft)
TOTAL SHOULDER WIDTH
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Rehabilitation of Route 4 Bridges  
over the Talofofo and Togcha Rivers – Plans  

 
 










